
 

PLAYER:  LEE - JUNG-HOO  TEAM:     KIWOOM HEROES  #:  51  REPORT #:   1  INNINGS:   45  FV:   60 
 

POSITION:   OF  HT:  6’1”  WT:  171  BAT:  L  THROW:  R  AGE:  21  DATE OF REPORT:  6/3/2020 
 

TOOLS  P  F  COMMENTS  APPROACH:    PULL  -   BALANCED   -   OPPO 

HIT  45  65 

Level swing that generates good loft at times, generally on the lower 
pitches he can get underneath and drive the ball into deep parts of the 
field. Keeps bat in the zone long. + Bat-to-ball skills with an advanced 
approach at the plate for his young age. Pull heavy hitter, learning to use 
the other way. Loud bat. Hard contact to the Pull side. Covers plate well 
early in count., Has trouble on hard inside FB. Lays off low away early. 
Late in counts, some guessing/ chase, but able to make contact more 
times than not. Swing gets long at times. Doesn’t get cheated often. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:  Projectable 
frame, room to add strength. Long arms. LOng 
legs, high waist.  No glasses. No known 
injuries. KBO Bloodlines - Father former MVP. 
Body type similar to Michael Brantley. 

RAW 
PWR  40  65  Big extension and follow through. Good lift to the swing. Generates PWR 

to both Gaps, mostly Pull PWR for now.  
STRENGTHS: Doesn’t get cheated at the plate. 
Picks up the ball early out of the hand,  + plate 
coverage. + bat-to-ball skills, finds the barrel 
more times than not. Strong kid who will get 
stronger, PWR is starting to show. More to come. 
Patient at the plate willing to hit with 2 strikes, 
work counts looking for a pitch he can hit hard. + 
Defensively all around + Arm strength with an 
accurate arm to match. ++ reads and jumps off 
the bat. Very strong coming in on the ball. Stays 
in well vs LHP.  

GAME 
PWR  35  55  PWR is on its way with added strength. Adding loft and ++ extension.  

PLATE 
DISC 

50  65 
Patient hitter, works counts. Does not K much, BBs just as often as K. 
Looks for pitch over the plate, extends arms, lays off low away early, tends 
to roll over with 2 strikes when chasing, but gets bat to the ball.  

FIELD  65  65 
Ability to play all OF spots at a + level. + Instincts. Great 1st jumps. 
Consistently stealing base hits away. Really good ability to “recover” on 
balls with a wrong read. Good mechanics throughout. Plays with no fear.  

RANGE  65  60 
Really good range all around the field, all directions, Very strong/fearless 
going to foul territory, best coming in on balls, gets phenomenal reads. 
Has some trouble going directly back on line drives by RHH.  

WEAKNESSES: FB Inside gives slight trouble. 
Late in counts will roll over to 1st/2nd base on 
off speed, sometimes able to find the hole or 
hook it around  the 1B bag. Trouble with line 
drives directly behind him, twists and turns in 
route to the ball, able to make plays most of the 
time, but routes need to improve. Not much of a 
base stealer, speed plays better in OF and 
basepaths.  Will attempt to steal with roughly 
60% success rate. Heavy pull hitter. Shows 
flashes of using whole  field, and will improve. 

ARM 
STR  65  70  Strong arm. Ball stays strong through the target. Great mechanics, gets on 

top of throws well. Slightly long throwing motion. Keeps throws low/firm 

ARM 
ACC  65  65  Ball has minimal tail to it. Gets over top. Accurate. On target consistently. 

Gives a receivable bounce when necessary.  

RUN  55  45 
Long strides. Falls off slightly to 1B on outside pitches when fooled trying 
to pull them. Good speed, takes avg turns on basepaths, could be better. 
Speed plays best in the OF with his ++ jumps/reads and quick bursts.  

STEAL  35  35 
Not a big threat, SB Jumps are inconsistent. Will swipe 5-10 SB seasons 
moving forward, but with a near 60% success rate. Prefer him to not steal, 
utilize his baserunning. Have not seen an SB attempt, 2/2 on year 

STANCE: Extremely open stance to start. Head 
on shoulder long until swing starts. High hands, 
Bring front foot square timed with pitchers leg 
kick. Then strides towards the pitcher. Generates 
+ torque. Lets him open the front side, but stay 
on most every pitch, with ++ plate coverage. 

BASERUN  60  55  Much better base runner then a base stealer. Good turns, cuts angles well 

ATHLETE  70  65  Lots of energy throughout his game, quick bursts, twitchy, looks the part 

 
RUN TIMES:  HM to 1st: 4.20 sec  HM to 2nd: 8.04 sec  HM to 3rd: 11.50 sec  SB 2nd:  N/A  1st to 3rd:   N/A  2nd to HM:  N/A 

 

REPORT SUMMATION:  By time he is eligible to be posted, I expect his PWR and strength to be close to fully developed and be showing that  

consistent league avg or better PWR numbers, to pair with his + hit tool and ability to find the barrel. Winner of Gold Glove equivalent, and ROY  

Defense will translate immediately. He can play any OF spot, best in RF as he matures. + Defender in the big leagues right now. And will continue  

to be for the foreseeable future due to his jumps, reactions, and above avg speed he has. I expect the speed to slow and become slightly below  

league average when he fills out with more weight/strength. Top-Middle of the order bat. Yearly All-Star consideration. Will have all teams 
interested 

 

MLB COMP:  Nick Markakis (Slightly more PWR)   ELIGIBLE TO BE POSTED:  2023  REPORT BY:  JAKE TILLINGHAST 



 


